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WE KNOW THAT CREATING THE PERFECT KITCHEN IS
OUR PASSION, A TRUE STATEMENT OF EXPRESSION...

Sheraton Kitchens are proudly endorsed

by Prue Leith CBE.

I’m often asked if, after all these years, I don’t ever get fed-

up with spending time in the kitchen? Answer: “Never.”

After all, I owe my career to these wonderful spaces. From

bedsit to cottage to house, from catering unit to restaurant

to chef school, planning and designing the kitchens has

always been a thrill. My kitchens have helped turn a hobby

into a profession and, more important, into a life-long

passion.

Kitchens should be more than efficient places to cook -

though they must of course be that. They are the heart of

a house; where creativity is allowed, where friends gather,

where family are nurtured and children taught to eat and

cook. Kitchens have to be a joy to be in.

Prue Leith CBE is a restauranteur, caterer, TV cook,

broadcaster, cookery writer, judge on the BBC’s ‘Great

British Menu’ and, in 2010, published her fifth novel.
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Here at Sheraton we are committed to excellence, continually challenging ourselves to achieve collections that

will capture and inspire you. Classics in furniture making since 1791. It was a maxim of the late 1700’s, when

Thomas Sheraton was forming his reputation as one of the greatest of all English furniture makers, that good

design should ‘unite elegance and utility and blend the useful with the agreeable’. Embracing the same ethos,

Sheraton today both reflects and perpetuates the finest traditions of English craftsmanship. Each kitchen is a

unique combination of practicality, beauty and versatility, and echoes Thomas Sheraton’s passion for accuracy,

enduring elegance and detail - as you will see on the following pages.
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Modern
Statement of individuality
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Shaker
Simplicity by design

76
Traditional
Timeless design

98
Finishing Touches
The inside story

AT SHERATON WE ARE DEDICATED TO EXCEEDING YOUR
EXPECTATIONS. SO, IF IT’S INSPIRATION YOU SEEK, WE ARE
SURE YOU’LL FIND IT WITHIN OUR EXQUISITE COLLECTIONS.

OUR PERSONAL GUARANTEE TO YOU
Sheraton Kitchens' Deposit Guarantee Scheme offers you peace of mind and certainty when you purchase a Sheraton Kitchen from any of our
approved Sheraton Kitchen Retailers. Should the retailer cease to trade before we have delivered your kitchen then we guarantee to supply your
Sheraton Kitchen furniture at the current manufacturer’s recommended retail price list less the deposit paid, provided that the amount paid to the
retailer does not exceed 50% of the manufacturer’s recommended retail price.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Full details of Prue's Sheraton kitchen can be found on pages 40 & 41.

If you have a
smartphone, you can
access the Sheraton
website by scanning
this QR code.

10 YEAR
GUARANTEE

Sheraton kitchens are covered by a ten year product guarantee. Please see page 125 for more details.



Thomas Sheraton’s name will forever be associated with the neoclassical

style of fashionable eighteenth century furniture. Regarded as one of

the great three English furniture makers of the century, along with

Thomas Chippendale and George Hepplewhite, Sheraton’s design

influence was felt worldwide.

Sheraton was born in Stockton-on-Tees in 1751 and, after an

elementary education, became apprenticed to a local cabinet maker.

He continued to excel in his trade and was especially gifted in the

‘mechanics’ of furniture making and design.

In 1790, aged 39, Sheraton moved to London with his family. He set up

as a professional furniture designer and drawing-master, teaching the

art of perspective, architecture and cabinet design to craftsmen.

His genius ability was demonstrated in a series of published works.

The first of four volumes of “The Cabinet Maker and Upholsterer’s

Drawing Book” was printed in 1791. Over six hundred cabinet makers

and joiners quickly subscribed to his book: Sheraton’s influence over his

peers was significant. In 1803 he published “The Cabinet Dictionary”,

a compilation of technical instructions on cabinet and chair design.

A year before his death in 1805 he published “The Cabinet Maker and

Artist’s Encyclopedia” of which he sold nearly a thousand copies.

Sheraton was true to his artistic ideals. His work reflected his honesty,

refinement, knowledge of his craft and an unparalleled sense of beauty.

His style is marked by a graceful delicacy and simplicity, with an

emphasis on straight, vertical lines.

Always deeply religious, Sheraton spent some of his later years as a

Baptist minister in Yorkshire, where Sheraton kitchen furniture is still

being manufactured to his same exacting standards today.
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FROM THE FACTORY TO YOU, A COMBINATION OF THE

VERY LATEST TECHNOLOGY AND TRADITIONAL SKILLS

In our workshops, traditional cabinet maker’s skills dovetail with state of the art technology to create

a magnificent range of kitchens available in over one million variants. Because of this almost limitless choice, your

kitchen will be unique to you and will bear the hallmark of absolute individuality.

Each kitchen is specifically built to order and all cabinets have co-ordinating interiors. You can choose from over

80 different handle suites, a wide range of stylish lighting, accessories, worktop colours, sinks and taps to enhance

your design theme. Although every Sheraton kitchen is designed to your taste and requirements, you can only

gain a flavour of the quality and beauty by visiting an approved Sheraton retailer.

OUR COMMITMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENT

At Sheraton, we’re green by nature. Sustainability is high on our agenda and we strive to make the least possible

impact on our planet. From the wood we use, the energy we consume, to our transport logistics, we take care to

ensure we are consistently environmentally responsible. We also like to design a product that lasts. We believe that

this aspect is as equally important in protecting the worlds’ limited resources.

We hope you enjoy our brochure and once you have finished with it, please pass onto a friend or recycle

responsibly. Thank you.

A TRADITION OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Omega PLC is proud to manufacture Sheraton kitchens in Britain at our state-of-the-art factory facility located

in Doncaster. Our brand name speaks itself, with Sheraton revered around the world as a true furniture craftsman.

Our kitchens bear the hallmark of his legacy, providing superb quality and design and

combining tried and tested cabinet making skills with modern manufacturing techniques.

We source components from the UK and around the world, to ensure we only use the highest

quality materials, which are then combined to produce outstanding kitchens, backed up by

unrivalled customer service.

PROUDLY MADE IN BRITAIN
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A SIMPLE PHILOSOPHY FOR CALM, COMFORTABLE LIVING

ELEGANT PAINTED IVORY & BLUE 08

ELEGANT PAINTED LIGHT GREY 10

ELEGANT PAINTED COLOURS 12

LISSA OAK WOOD SHAKER 14

IVORY CHAMFERED SHAKER 16

CHAMFERED SHAKER PAINTED 17

GLOSS STONE SHAKER 18

PAINTED GREEN WOOD SHAKER 20

PAINTED WOOD SHAKER COLOURS 22

IVORY SHAKER 24

BROAD STYLE BUTTERMILK 26

SHAKER LISSA OAK 27

SHAKER PAINTED SAGE GREY & IVORY 28

SHAKER PAINTED COLOURS 30

NATURAL OAK SHAKER 32

GLOSS WHITE SHAKER 33

WALNUT SHAKER 34

CONTEMPORARY BUTTERMILK 36

FERRARA NATURAL OAK 36

WALNUT WOOD SHAKER 37

Shaker
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E legant Painted Ivory & Blue
Smooth painted Shaker, available in eight fashionable colours.

Please see pages 10 - 13 for more options.

Shown with handle suite 203

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791



Elegant Painted Light Grey
Smooth painted Shaker, available in eight fashionable colours.

Please see pages 12 - 13 for more options.

Shown with handle suite 527.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Taupe

White

Oyster

Green

Elegant Painted

Add colour to your kitchen with a choice of eight fashionable shades.

In addition to Ivory & Blue, shown on pages 8-9 and Light Grey shown on pages 10-11 you

can also choose from Sage Grey, Taupe, Green, White and Oyster.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791

If you have a smartphone,
scan the code to view the

Sheraton painted collection.

www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk
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L i s sa Oak Wood Shaker
Shaker style door with solid lissa oak frames and veneered centre panel.

With handle suite 123.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Ivory Chamfered Shaker
Solid ivory painted timber shaker door with chamfered beading.

Shown with handle suite 196.

Also available in a range of eight fashionable painted colours.
Please see page 106 for more options.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791

Blue

LightGrey

Chamfered Shaker Painted

Add colour to your kitchen with a choice of

eight fashionable shades.

In addition to Ivory, shown opposite and Light

Grey and Blue shown here you can also choose

from Taupe, Green, Sage Grey, White

and Oyster.

Please see page 106 for more information.
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G loss Stone Shaker
Shaker style door in a gloss stone finish with handle suite 124.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791

Shown with handle suite 193.
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Painted Green Wood Shaker
Painted timber shaker door painted with a veneered centre panel, shown in Green with handle suite 196.

Please see page 22-23 for other colour options.
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Painted Wood Shaker
Painted timber shaker door with a painted veneered centre panel.

Add colour to your kitchen with a choice of eight fashionable shades.

In addition to Green, shown on pages 20-21, you can also choose from Ivory, Sage Grey,

Taupe, Light Grey, White, Oyster and Blue.

If you have a smartphone,
scan the code to view the

Sheraton painted collection.

www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk

Blue

Ivory

White

Oyster

Grey

2322
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I vory Shaker
Shaker style door with an ivory woodgrain effect finish.

Shown with handle suite 191.

Shown with handle suite 193.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Shaker Lissa Oak
Shaker style door in a lissa oak effect finish with handle suite 190.
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Broad Style Buttermi lk
Shaker style door in a buttermilk finish. Shown with handle suite 193.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791



Shaker Painted Sage Grey & Ivory
Painted shaker door with woodgrain effect shown in Sage Grey & Ivory with handle suite 196.

Please see pages 30-31 for other colour options.
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Blue

Oyster

If you have a smartphone,
scan the code to view the
Sheraton painted collection.

www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk

Shaker Painted
Painted shaker with woodgrain effect.

Add colour to your kitchen with a choice of eight fashionable shades.

In addition to Sage Grey and Ivory, shown on pages 28-29, you can also choose from

Green, White, Taupe, Light Grey, Blue and Oyster.

Green

White
FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Natural Oak Shaker
Shaker style door with a solid natural oak frame and veneered centre panel finish.

(Handle suite no longer available. Please see pages 110 for alternative handles.)

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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G loss White Shaker
Shaker style door in a gloss white finish with handle suite 182.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Walnut Shaker
Shaker style door in walnut finish. Shown opposite with handle suite 177.

Walnut Shaker with handle suite 174.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Contemporary Buttermi lk
Shaker style door in a buttermilk finish.

(Handle suite no longer available. Please see page 110 for the Sheraton handle suite collection.)

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791

Ferrara Natural Oak
Shaker style door in a natural oak finish with handle suite 156.
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Walnut Wood Shaker
Shaker style door with solid oak frames, over veneered in walnut with walnut veneered

centre panel. Shown with handle suite 133.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791



A STATEMENT OF INSPIRATIONAL, UNCOMPROMISING DESIGN

AT HOME WITH PRUE 40

MATTONELLA GLOSS STONE 42

IN-LINE GLOSS IVORY 44

IN-LINE PAINTED TAUPE & LIGHT GREY 46

IN-LINE PAINTED COLOURS 48

IN-LINE GLOSS WHITE 50

DRIFTWOOD 52

BROWN GREY AVOLA &
CHAMPAGNE AVOLA 54

PACIFIC WALNUT 56

SETOSA PAINTED LIGHT GREY & IVORY 58

SETOSA PAINTED SAGE GREY &
BARDOLINO OAK 60

SETOSA PAINTED COLOURS 62

ARLINGTON OAK 64

MATTONELLA GLOSS IVORY 66

MATTONELLA GLOSS WHITE 67

BARDOLINO OAK & BASALTINO GREY 68

SATIN WHITE 70

MATTONELLA GLOSS BLACK 71

WHITE AVOLA & AMAZONAS 72

LISSA OAK SLAB 73

NATURAL OAK SLAB 74

GLOSS WALNUT 75

GLOSS WHITE SAPONETTA 75

Modern
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The makers of Sheraton kitchens are well-known to Prue, who has designed and worked

in every kind of kitchen space over the years. So it is no wonder that she was definite about

the style and quality of cabinets to suit her home. “Sheraton standards are excellent. The

units are solid and strong, and there is real craftsmanship in the detailing.”

Sheraton kitchen cabinets are made to order ensuring any kitchen layout can be catered for.

All units have solid backs and the doors and drawers all come with a soft close feature as

standard to ensure a quiet, smooth closing action. The wall and base units are fitted to a

high specification and Prue is confident her

kitchen will easily stand the wear and tear that

comes from constant use. “I’m not the type

who changes a kitchen every few years. My

last kitchen lasted me 38 years! Sheraton

kitchens are really good value, and a good

investment,” she insists.

With over 50 styles to choose from, it was the

Sheraton Mattonella Gloss Stone that caught

the imagination of Prue. “Lighting is important

to me and the gloss finish lends a sense of

light and space, while the gentle ‘Stone’ colour

is a subtle warm neutral which allows for other

colours to accent the room. It is smart and

modern but also, I think, has a timeless quality

about it. It won’t date.”

This large airy space is a wonderful combination of kitchen, sitting and dining room which

is at the heart of Prue’s lifestyle. There’s nothing more pleasurable for her than having friends

and family round to chat to while she prepares and serves the food. “This is a room where

I spend most of my time, so it has to feel practical and pleasurable at the same time. Being

open-plan means I can cook and have a drink without feeling I am slaving away in the

kitchen while everyone else is at the party.”

The understated contemporary design of the kitchen units blends well with the traditional

period pieces of furniture and the diverse collection of artwork around the room. The eclectic

mix of styles makes the room feel very

personal, relaxed and inviting. “The

kitchen is the main focus of my home,”

Prue admits “and that’s where you’ll find

me more often than not. With food, family

and friends being such an integral part of

my life, why would I be anywhere else?”

KITCHEN FILE

Range: Mattonella Gloss Stone

Feature units: Bi-Fold Wall
Units, L Shape Corner Base
& Wall Units, 150mm Pull Out
Units, Pan Drawer Units, Midway
Shelving for storage jars.

Handle: 190 Brushed

aluminium square D handle.

CountryStyle
PrueLeith CBE, reveals a taste for modern living in
her favourite room at her Gloucestershire home.
For a number of years, Prue Leith’s busy working schedule has meant dividing her time

between her central London home and escaping to the rural charm of the Cotswolds.

Recently her Gloucestershire barn conversion has been fitted with a new Sheraton kitchen.

“I am a bit of a difficult customer when it comes to kitchens. I like every detail to have been

thought about carefully by the designers. And I wanted a place for everything and everything

in its place because the whole barn is open plan and I wanted no mess and clutter. Anyway,

Sheraton did a fantastic job and I’m delighted with it.”

REALHOMES

“I like every detail to

have been thought

about carefully by

the designers. And

I wanted a place for

everything and

everything in its

place.”



Mattonel la Gloss Stone
Slab door in gloss stone finish.
Shown with handle suite 194.
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In -Line Gloss Ivory
Gloss ivory lacquered slab door with integrated pull handle.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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In-Line Painted Taupe & Light Grey
Smooth painted slab door with integrated pull handle.

Available in eight fashionable colours, please see page 106 for more details.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Blue

SageGrey

In-Line Painted
Smooth painted slab door with integrated pull handle.

Add colour to your kitchen with a choice of eight fashionable shades.

In addition to Light Grey and Taupe, shown on pages 46-47, you can also choose from

Green, White, Ivory, Sage Grey, Blue and Oyster.

If you have a smartphone,
scan the code to view the
Sheraton painted collection.

www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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In -Line Gloss White
Gloss white lacquered slab door with integrated pull handle.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Dr i f twood
Slab door in a driftwood finish. Shown with handle suite 190.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Brown Grey Avola & Champagne Avola
Slab style door in a Brown Grey Avola and Champagne Avola textured finish.

Shown with square handle trim 204 (this handle carries a surcharge)

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Pac i f ic Walnut
Slab door in a pacific walnut finish. Shown with handle suite 514.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Se tosa Painted Sage Grey & Ivory
Smooth painted slab style door shown with 'Contact' handleless system.

Available in eight fashionable colours, please see page 106 for more options.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Se tosa Painted Light Grey & Bardol ino Oak
Smooth painted slab style door in Light Grey combined with Bardolino Oak effect door.

Shown here with curved handle trim suite 529 (handle suite carries a surcharge).

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Setosa Painted
Smooth painted slab style door.

Add colour to your kitchen with a choice of eight fashionable shades.

In addition to Sage Grey & Ivory, shown on pages 56-57 and Light Grey, shown on pages 60-

61, you can also choose from Taupe, Green, White, Blue and Oyster.

If you have a smartphone,
scan the code to view the
Sheraton painted collection.

www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk

Taupe
Green

White
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Arl ington Oak
Slab style door in an Arlington Oak finish. Shown with handle suite 110

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Mattonel la Gloss Ivory
Slab door in gloss ivory finish with handle suite 181.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791

Mattonel la Gloss White
Slab door in a gloss white finish.

(Handle suite no longer available. Please see page 110 for the Sheraton handle collection.)

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791

Shown with handle suite 131.
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Bardol ino Oak & Basal t ino Grey
Slab style door in a Bardolino Oak finish combined with stone effect Basaltino Grey.
Shown with handle suite 530 and 'Contact' handleless system on the island unit.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Vertical Bardolino Oak shown with handle suite 530.
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Sat in White
Slab style door in a smooth matt white finish shown above with handle suite 194.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791

(Shown with handle suite 192.)
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Mattonel la Gloss Black
Slab door in gloss black finish with handle suite 125.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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White Avola & Amazonas
Slab door in a White Avola and Amazonas finish. Shown with handle suite 190.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791

Lissa Oak Slab
Slab style door in a Lissa Oak finish, combined with Mattonella Gloss White.

Shown with chrome handle trim (Suite 204 carries a surchage).

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Natural Oak Slab
Slab style door in a Natural Oak finish. Shown with handle suite 190.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Gloss Walnut
MFC slab door with gloss lacquer finish with handle suite 135.

Gloss White Saponetta
Saponetta style door in a gloss white finish.

(Handle suite no longer available, please see page 110 for the Sheraton handle suite collection.)
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Character Painted Ivory & Light Grey
Solid timber frame and veneered raised and fielded centre panel, in painted Ivory and Light Grey.

Shown with handle suite 534.

Available in eight colour options. Please see page 106 for more details.
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Character Painted Taupe
Solid timber frame and veneered raised and fielded centre panel, in painted Taupe.

Shown with handle suite 533.

Available in eight colour options. Please see page 106 for more details.
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Character Painted
Solid timber frame and veneered raised and fielded centre panel.

Add colour to your kitchen with a choice of eight

fashionable shades.

In addition to Ivory and Light Grey, shown on pages 78-79 and

Taupe, shown on pages 80-81, you can also choose from Sage

Grey, Green, White, Blue and Oyster.

If you have a smartphone,
scan the code to view the

Sheraton painted collection.

www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk

OysterWhite

Blue

Sage
Grey



Painted Blue & Painted White In-Frame
Painted In-frame door with a woodgrain effect finish. Shown with handle suite 203.
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Oyster
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If you have a smartphone,
scan the code to view the
Sheraton painted collection.

www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk

Painted In-Frame
Painted In-Frame door with woodgrain effect finish.

Add colour to your kitchen with a choice of eight fashionable shades.

In addition to Blue and White, shown on pages 84 - 85,

you can also choose from Green, Sage Grey, Ivory, Oyster, Light Grey & Taupe.

SageGrey

Ivory
FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Craf t sman Oak
Square framed door with vertical beading in solid knotty oak with handle suite 84 (carries a surcharge).

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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I vory In-Frame
In-frame door with an ivory woodgrain effect shown with handle suite 196.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791

Shown with handle suite 200.
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Lissa Oak In-Frame
In-frame door in a lissa oak effect finish. Shown with handle suite 197.
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Edwardian Buttermi lk
In-frame effect shaker style door in a painted buttermilk finish with handle suite 108.

Edwardian Plat inum White
In-frame effect shaker style door in a platinum white finish with handle suite 175.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791 FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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Period Buttermi lk
Square framed door with raised centre panel in a buttermilk finish with a patina effect.

(Handle suite no longer available. Please see page 110 for the Sheraton handle collection.)

Period Buttermilk has a hand distressed
finish creating a subtle antiqued effect.

FURNITURE DES IGN SINCE 1791
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For further information please contact: The Customer Services Department

Sheraton Kitchens Omega Boulevard Capitol Park Thorne Doncaster DN8 5TX

Tel: 01405 743322 Fax: 01405 743330

www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk

This publication has been printed on paper from well
managed forests, approved by the Forestry
Stewardship Council, using vegetable based inks by
Browns CTP Ltd who hold ISO 14001 and FSC
environmental accreditations.
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Bi-Fold Wall Unit with Letterbox
Glass

Bi-fold wall units are an ideal
alternative to a standard wall unit,
and are available in a number of
widths ranging from 600mm to
1000mm wide. Bi-fold units are
available in the majority of modern
Sheraton kitchen ranges and the one
featured here incorporates an
interesting letterbox glazed design
with reflective glass (letterbox design
only available in the In-Line range –
all colours)

Chunky Pilaster

Pilasters are an ideal feature
to compliment any
traditional design. The style
featured here is the 100mm
Base Pilaster and is available
in the following ranges:
Edwardian Platinum White
Edwardian Buttermilk
Painted Wood Shaker (all colours)
Ivory Chamfered Shaker
Natural Oak Shaker
Craftsman Oak
Character Painted (all colours)

Curved Base Units

Curved units work well on both
modern and traditional designs
and provide functional storage
whilst at the same time offering a
smooth finish to a run of units or
an island feature. Curved base
and wall units are available in the
following ranges:

Ivory Shaker

Mattonella Gloss Stone, White
& Ivory

Painted Shaker (all colours)

Setosa Painted (all colours)

Edwardian Buttermilk & Platinum
White

Elegant Painted (all colours)

Gloss Stone Shaker

In-Line (all colours)

In-Frame (all colours)

Ivory Chamfered Shaker

Lissa Oak Wood Shaker

Natural Oak Shaker

Painted Wood Shaker (all colours)

Character Painted (all colours)

Double Belfast Base Unit

Belfast sinks are commonly used within
traditional designs and the Sheraton range
includes a unit designed to take a double
Belfast sink (Sudbury – please see page 123).
Please note that this unit is available in the
following ranges:
Elegant Painted (all colours)
Edwardian Buttermilk / Platinum White
Period Buttermilk
Craftsman Oak
Painted Wood Shaker (all colours)
Character Painted (all colours)

Lift Up Flap Wall Unit

Another variation on the standard
wall unit is the Lift Up Flap Wall
Unit. This unit opens from the
bottom rather than the side and
enables a row of wall units to be
open at one time, allowing easy
access to items when cooking.
Shown above in White Avola with
Lissa Oak cabinets, this unit is also
available in all ranges in the medium
height of 720mm.

Mantel Brackets

A common feature found in traditional
designs is a mantel solution
surrounding a range cooker. Sheraton
includes a simple but effective mantel
design which uses dresser unit doors, a
mantel shelf and decorative mantel
brackets as shown above. Mantel
brackets are available for use with the
following ranges:
Broad Style Buttermilk
Ivory Shaker
Shaker Painted (all colours)
Elegant Painted (all colours)
Edwardian Buttermilk & Platinum White
Period Buttermilk
In-Frame (all colours)
Lissa Oak Wood Shaker
Ivory Chamfered Shaker
Craftsman Oak
Painted Wood Shaker (all colours)
Character Painted (all colours)

Pan Drawer Unit with Internal
Drawer

One method of creating a minimalist
design is to reduce the number of
lines created by pan drawers. In
addition to the standard three pan
drawer design, Sheraton also offers a
range of two pan drawer units. The
unit featured above includes a hidden
internal cutlery drawer, providing
functional storage whilst not
cluttering a minimalist design with
unnecessary lines. These units are
available in a number of widths,
ranging from 600mm to 1000mm and
are available in the following ranges:
All Group 0 kitchens
Broad Style Buttermilk
Ivory Shaker
Shaker Lissa Oak
Satin White Slab
Mattonella Stone, White & Ivory
Setosa Painted (all colours)
Elegant Painted (all colours)
In-Line (all colours)
Painted Wood Shaker (all colours)
Character Painted (all colours)

Pan Drawers (no plinth
design)

Kitchen design is evolving
with open plan living
becoming more popular.
One way to assist with the
transition between the
kitchen and living areas is
to use pan drawers with no
plinths. The above feature
shows pan drawers sitting
on 36mm pelmet rather
than the traditional 150mm
high plinth. This look can
be achieved on all base and
drawer units.

Sink Pan Drawer Unit

A useful unit to assist with designing a drawer pack under
a sink is the Sink Pan Drawer Unit. This handy unit has
a U-shaped middle drawer to allow for plumbing and is a
useful storage space for cleaners and detergents. A
number of combinations are available. Please consult
with your Sheraton retailer for details.

Pan Drawers with
Internal Lighting

Available as an optional
extra, internal lighting is
available with all 500,
600, 800, 900 and
1000mm base and pan
drawer units. This handy
accessory illuminates the
cabinet once opened.

Wicker Basket Units

A classic addition to any traditional design,
the Sheraton range features a wicker basket
base unit, ideal for storing vegetables. This
unit is available in all ranges and wicker
baskets can be supplied with either an Oak
or Beech frame.

Wine Rack Base Unit

Designed to be practical as well as stylish, the
Sheraton Wine Rack Base Unit is available in
the In-Frame range, either as a full height or
drawerline unit. This useful feature provides
storage for up to 16 bottles (full height) or 12
bottles (drawerline) and is available in all In-
Frame colours. (Please note that In-Frame
painted units are only available with a Lissa
Oak or Ivory coloured cabinet interior)

Working Mantel

To maximise storage space,
a working mantel feature is
available in Sheraton, with
wall units embedded within
the mantel area. The design
shown features In-Frame
Painted Ivory & Blue.

Design
FEATURES

The working mantel is also
available in the following
ranges:
In-Frame (all colours)
Ivory Shaker
Shaker Painted (all colours)
Elegant Painted (all colours)
Shaker Lissa Oak
Lissa Oak Wood Shaker
Natural Oak Shaker
Ivory Chamfered Shaker
Painted Wood Shaker (all colours)
Character Painted (all colours)

Curved Corner Base Unit

An alternative to a standard L shape corner base unit, this curved version provides
a smooth, sweeping feature to either a modern or traditional design. A range of
curved laminate worktops are available on page 121 and are designed to match
perfectly with the radius of these units, providing a cost effective alternative to

granite or solid surface.
Curved corner base and wall units are available in the following ranges:

Satin White Slab, Mattonella Gloss Stone, White & Ivory, Setosa Painted (all colours), Elegant
Painted (all colours), In-Line (all colours), Character Painted (all colours), Lissa Oak Wood

Shaker, Ivory Chamfered Shaker, Painted Wood Shaker (all colours)



COLOUR CO-ORDINATED CABINETS

Walnut Buttermilk Gloss White

Knotty Oak Lissa Oak

Gloss Ivory

Gloss Stone

Platinum White

Matt IvoryAluminium

Natural Oak

Choose from 11 cabinet finishes which allow you to colour co-ordinate or contrast your fascia style. A full range of matching plinths, panels and pilasters are
also available which will add to the overall co-ordinated look.

1. 18mm solid kitchen cabinet - glue and dowel construction

2. 15mm solid backs in base units

3. 8mm solid backs in wall and tall units

4. Cabinets edged all round with durable PVC edging

5. Adjustable shelves

6. Metal shelf supports with anti-tip fittings

7. A choice of colour co-ordinated cabinets (interior and exterior)

8. ‘GRASS’ twin walled, metal-sided drawer system with 16mm

solid base and soft close dampers supplied as standard

9. Factory fitted, soft close door damper supplied as standard

10. Clip-on, metal, fully adjustable hinges

11. Adjustable legs for fitting on uneven floors

12. 50mm service void

13. 10 year guarantee on all cabinets

CABINET FEATURES

CABINET SPECIFICATION

Sheraton kitchen cabinets are TRUE rigid kitchen cabinets, made to order and assembled in our factory prior to delivery. Cabinets are supplied rigid with doors,
drawers, and accessories pre-fitted. We also drill for your chosen handle suite saving you time and money on installation (applies to the majority of handles). Cabinets
are manufactured in the traditional manner, using glue and dowels for strength and to ensure there are no visible fixings or redundant drill holes.

Sheraton kitchen cabinets are supplied with factory fitted soft close doors and drawers as standard, and with
literally millions of variants, your kitchen can be designed to meet your individual requirements.

Sheraton Standard Cabinet
(shown with metal drawers)

Sheraton In-Frame
Cabinet
(shown with optional
oak drawers)

�

�
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YOUR SHERATON KITCHEN AT A GLANCE
We think it’s important that you know what your kitchen is made from so we have listed below the material description, and because we also think
kitchens should look good on the inside our designers have recommended the best cabinet colour. You can also see here, at a glance, what design
features are available with your new kitchen.

(* all colours)

Group 0

Drfitwood Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

White Avola Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Amazonas Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Champagne Avola Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Lissa Oak Slab Laminated MFC Slab Lissa Oak No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Natural Oak Slab Laminated MFC Slab Natural Oak No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Arlington Oak Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Bardolino Oak Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Pacific Walnut Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Brown Grey Avola Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Basaltino Grey Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Vertical Arlington Oak Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Vertical Bardolino Oak Laminated MFC Slab White No Yes No MFC No Use 18mm Panels MFC

Group 1

Broad Style Buttermilk PVC foil laminated on MDF Buttermilk No Yes Yes MFC Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted

Contemporary Buttermilk PVC foil laminated on MDF Buttermilk No Yes Yes MFC Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted

Gloss White Saponetta PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss White No Yes Yes MFC No Modern MFC

Ivory Shaker Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Matt Ivory Yes Yes Yes MFC/Foil No Modern/Traditional MFC / Foil

Shaker Lissa Oak Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Lissa Oak No Yes Yes MFC No Modern/Traditional MFC / PVC

Ferrara Natural Oak Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Natural Oak No Yes Yes MFC No Modern/Traditional MFC

Walnut Foil Shaker Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Walnut No Yes Yes MFC No Modern/Traditional MFC

Satin White PVC foil laminated on MDF Platinum White Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern MFC / PVC

Group 2

Mattonella Gloss White PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss White Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern/Traditional MFC / Gloss PVC

Mattonella Gloss Black PVC foil laminated on MDF Aluminium No No No MFC/PVC No - MFC / Gloss PVC

Mattonella Gloss Stone PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss Stone Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern/Traditional MFC / Gloss PVC

Mattonella Gloss Ivory PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss Ivory Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern MFC / Gloss PVC

Gloss Walnut Slab Lacquered finish on MFC with PVC edging Walnut No Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern MFC / Gloss MFC

Gloss Burgundy Accent PVC foil laminated on MDF Aluminium No No No MFC PVC No - MFC / Gloss PVC

Gloss Zebrano Accent PVC foil laminated on MDF Aluminium No No No MFC PVC No - MFC / Gloss PVC

Shaker Painted* Painted Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint No Modern/Traditional Painted Foil

Setosa Painted* Painted MDF Lissa Oak Yes Yes No MFC/Paint No Modern/Traditional Painted MDF

Group 3

Edwardian Buttermilk Lacquered finish on MDF Buttermilk Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Traditional MFC / Painted

Edwardian Platinum White Lacquered finish on MDF Platinum White Yes Yes Yes MFC Yes Traditional MFC / Painted

Period Buttermilk "Dual layered PVC laminated on MDF, handrubbed" Buttermilk No Yes Yes MFC Yes Traditional MFC / PVC

Gloss White Shaker PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss White No Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern/Traditional MFC / Gloss PVC

Gloss Stone Shaker PVC foil laminated on MDF Gloss Stone Yes Yes No MFC/PVC No Modern/Traditional MFC / Gloss PVC

In-Frame Lissa Oak Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Foil No Modern/Traditional MFC / Foil

In-Frame Ivory Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Matt Ivory Yes Yes Yes MFC/Foil No Modern/Traditional MFC / Foil

In-Frame Painted* Painted Laminated MDF frame and centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint No Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted Foil

In-Line Gloss White Gloss Lacquered finish on MDF with integrated pull handle Gloss White Yes Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern MFC / Gloss Lacquered

In-Line Gloss Ivory Gloss Lacquered finish on MDF with integrated pull handle Gloss Ivory Yes Yes No MFC/Laq No Modern MFC / Gloss Lacquered

In-Line Painted* Painted MDF with integrated pull handle Lissa Oak Yes Yes No MFC/Paint No Modern MFC / Painted

Elegant Painted* Painted MDF Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted

Group 4

Ivory Chamfered Shaker Painted solid ash frame with ash veneered centre panel Matt Ivory Yes Yes Yes MFC /Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted Plain or Planked

Chamfered Shaker Painted* Painted solid ash frame with ash veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC /Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Painted Plain or Planked

Lissa Oak Wood Shaker Solid oak frame with oak veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Ven No Modern/Traditional MFC

Natural Oak Shaker Solid oak frame with oak veneered centre panel Natural Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Ven Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Veneered Planked

Walnut Timber Shaker Solid timber frame with walnut veneer and veneer centre panel Walnut Yes Yes Yes MFC/Ven No Modern/Traditional MFC / Veneered Plain

Craftsman Oak Solid oak frame with oak solid centre panel Knotty Oak No Yes Yes MFC/Ven Yes Traditional MFC / Veneered Planked

Painted Wood Shaker* Painted solid ash frame with ash veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Veneered Plain or Planked

Character Painted* Painted solid timber frame with raised veneered centre panel Lissa Oak Yes Yes Yes MFC/Paint Yes Modern/Traditional MFC / Veneered Plain or Planked

Kitchen Range Material Description Recommended Curved Tall Units Mantel Plinth Pilasters Cornice/ Panels
Cabinet Colour Units 900mm High Feature Pelmet Type

Sheraton
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COLLECTION

Natural Oak Slab Lissa Oak Slab Driftwood White Avola Champagne Avola Brown Grey Avola

Amazonas Arlington Oak Bardolino Oak Pacific Walnut Basaltino Grey Vertical Arlington Oak

Vertical Bardolino Oak Ivory Shaker Walnut Shaker Lissa Oak Shaker Ferrara Natural Oak Broad Style Buttermilk

Satin White Contemporary Buttermilk Gloss White Saponetta Mattonella Gloss Stone Mattonella Gloss Ivory Mattonella Gloss White

Mattonella Gloss Black Gloss Walnut Shaker Painted - available in
eight colours see page 106

Setosa Painted* Edwardian Buttermilk Edwardian Platinum White

Gloss Stone Shaker Gloss White Shaker Period Buttermilk In-Line Gloss White In-Line Gloss Ivory In-Line Painted - available in
eight colours see page 106

Elegant Painted - available
in eight colours see page 106

Ivory In-Frame Lissa Oak In-Frame Painted In-Frame - available
in eight colours see page 106

Lissa Oak Wood Shaker Natural Oak Shaker

Ivory Chamfered Shaker Chamfered Shaker Painted
- available in eight colours
see page 106

Craftsman Oak Walnut Timber Shaker Painted Wood Shaker -
available in eight colours see
page 106

Character Painted - available
in eight colours see page 106
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The painted collection from Sheraton is designed to bring you the very latest designer
colours directly into the heart of your home. Each one has been carefully selected to
provide you with a palette that will transform your kitchen into your own colour
scheme.

Once you have selected your door style (shown opposite in ivory) simply select one of
the natural colours from the painted collection chart below to bring real zest to your
new kitchen.

The colours shown in this brochure are as accurate as the printing process allows, therefore we recommend that you ask your retailer to show you a sample of the colour before placing your order.

Shaker Ivory

In-Frame Painted

Setosa

Chamfered Shaker Painted

In-Line Painted

Painted Wood Shaker

Elegant

Character Painted

Ivory Blue Green Taupe

White Sage Grey Oyster Light Grey

Painted
KITCHENS

TaupeCharacter Painted BlueIn-Line PaintedIvorySetosa Painted GreenElegant Painted



Kitchen characteristics
Period Buttermilk is distressed by hand and the level of detail will vary from door to door. The overall effect will create a subtle antiqued look.

Wood is a natural material with an endless variety of texture and grain. Variations evident on installation should diminish over a period of time to create a pleasant uniformity. Particular characteristics of Lissa
Oak Wood Shaker, for example, include random selection of grain and colour within doors. Some timbers may include knots and distress marks as a feature of the overall design, for example, Craftsman Oak.

As our policy is one of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to amend designs and specifications without prior notice. Where real wood veneers are used on external surfaces, we are unable to
guarantee an exact match due to natural variations in colour and grain. The colours in this brochure are as accurate as the printing process will allow and we recommend that you should view a display or
sample door at your Sheraton retailer prior to placing an order. Errors and omissions excepted.
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DRAWER BOXES

Oak drawer boxes are available as an optional upgrade on all Sheraton kitchens. These high quality drawer
boxes are made from solid oak with traditional dovetail joints. Please ask your Sheraton retailer for more details.

SOFT CLOSE HINGES & DRAWERS

NOVA PRO

THE COMPLETE DRAWER SYSTEM WITH PRECISION AND INDIVIDUALITY

A quality kitchen needs to have quality built-in.
Sheraton kitchens feature the Nova Pro drawer
system from Grass, one of the world’s leading
suppliers of quality drawer systems.

A complete range of drawer systems are
available - designed to provide functional
storage solutions, combined with the Airmatic
soft-closing action and other practical benefits.

Your Sheraton kitchen is provided with all
drawers pre-fitted, saving you time and money
on installation.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

• Airmatic soft closing system - using air as the operating medium to provide
reliable cushioning and ensuring hygiene in the kitchen with no fear of fluid
leakage (e.g. such as oil used in other systems)

• Full extension drawer runners allowing full access

• 40kg load bearing capacity as standard (more than conventional systems)

• Twin walled, metal-sided drawer box with straight internal sides to provide more
storage space and better compatability with accessories such as cutlery trays

• Easy cleaning! The flat internal sides and tool free removable drawer front
assists with cleaning and hygiene

• Nova Pro drawer boxes can be removed and replaced in one easy movement -
no tools, no hassle

• Solid 16mm bottom and back panels to provide rigidity, stability and reliability

Sheraton kitchen units are supplied with
a soft-close action integrated within the
door hinge. This provide a gentle
cushioning action when closing the door.

All Sheraton drawers are supplied with a
soft close action as standard..

Grass Oak



Handles
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We have a wide range of handle suites available to help personalise your Sheraton kitchen. Not all handle suites are suitable for each kitchen. Most handle
suites are supplied at no extra charge, however, a small number do carry a surcharge and your Sheraton retailer will be happy to advise you on suitability
and costs.
Please note that a handle suite may comprise up to three handles which are fitted to drawers, doors and spice boxes where applicable.

SELECTING THE RIGHT HANDLE CAN MAKE ALL THE DIFFERENCE

Suite No.6 Suite No.7 Suite No.8 Suite No.17 and 18 † Suite No.44 and 60 †

Suite No.61 Suite No.70 Suite No.71 Suite No.84* Suite No.85

Suite No.96 and Suite 110 † Suite No.98 and Suite 116 † Suite No.102 Suite No.103 and Suite 117 † Suite No.106 and Suite 120 †

Suite No.108 Suite No.130 and Suite 172 † Suite No.131 and Suite 173 † Suite No.132 and Suite 174 † Suite No.133 and Suite 179 †

Suite No.134 and Suite 180 † Suite No.135 and Suite 181 † Suite No.136 and Suite 182† Suite No.151 Suite No.154
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* Handle suite carries a surcharge. † Handles can be fitted either vertically or horizontally.

Suite No.155 and Suite 121† Suite No.156 and Suite 122 † Suite No.157 and Suite 123 † Suite No.158 * Suite No.159*

Suite No.160 and Suite 124 † Suite No.161 (While stocks last) Suite No.163 Suite No.165 and Suite 125 † Suite No.166

Suite No.167 and Suite 126 † Suite No.168 Suite No.169 and Suite 127 † Suite No.170 and Suite 128 † Suite No.171 and Suite 129 †

Suite No.175 Suite No.176 Suite No.177 Suite No.184 Suite No.185

Suite No.186 Suite No.187 Suite No.188 Suite No.189 Suite No.190

Suite No.191 & 138 † Suite No.192 & 139 † Suite No.193 & 140 † Suite No.194 & 141 † Suite No.195 & 142 †
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Sheraton kitchens can be designed without handles using our ‘Contact’ system. Doors and drawers are opened
simply by touch, allowing you to create a minimalist, handlefree design.

Certain units, such as pull-out larders, appliance doors and magic corner units require a handle. A specifically
designed handle suite (suite 201) is available to allow these units to be opened whilst still ensuring a minimalist
design. Alternatively, a face fixed handle could be used and we recommend the following handle suites -
Suites 110, 121 and 142.

These handles are suitable for:
Mattonella (all finishes), Gloss Walnut, White Avola, Amazonas, Driftwood, Champagne Avola, Natural Oak Slab, Lissa Oak Slab and Satin White.

Please note that these handle suites carry a surcharge.

Push to open drawers

Suite No.196 & 143 † Suite No.197 Suite No.198 & 140 † Suite No.200

Suite No.202

Suite No.199

HANDLELESS KITCHENS

Handle Suite No. 201

Sheraton Contact is available on all the
following ranges:

Mattonella Gloss Stone/White/Ivory/Black

Arlington Oak

Bardolino Oak

Basiltino Grey

Pacific Walnut

Driftwood

White/Champagne/Brown Grey Avola

Amazonas

Natural Oak Slab

Lissa Oak Slab

Satin White Slab

Gloss Walnut

Setosa (all colours)

Suite No.203 Suite No.507 Suite No.510 Suite No.511 & 512 †

Suite No.513 & 514 † Suite No.524 Suite No.525 Suite No.526 Suite No.527

Suite No.528

† Handles can be fitted either vertically or horizontally.

SUITE 204 - FITTED HANDLE TRIM SUITE 529 - FITTED CURVED HANDLE TRIM

Suite No.530 Suite No.531 532 † Suite No.533 Suite No.534

Suite No.535 & 536 † Suite No.538Suite No.537 Suite No.539
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Sheraton Contact



The fittings inside the kitchen units have a lot to say about whether you’re going to enjoy cooking or not. If you

have fast, direct and easy access to all the contents of all the kitchen units, then kitchen work becomes smooth,

efficient and far more enjoyable. This is ultra-important for corner units, which offer a lot of space but are often

very difficult to access. One brilliant solution to this problem is the LeMans swing-out corner unit fitting from

Kesseböhmer. A light touch swings the LeMans trays out of the corner individually, until they come to a stop

with the contents right out in front of the unit. You can check the whole contents at a glance and easily reach

any item you want.

Everything in its perfect place.
Everything within reach. Easy to use and enjoy.

You’ll certainly enjoy the aesthetic qualities of the LeMans

fitting and the elegant movement sequence.The fluid sequence

of movements is precisely defined and controlled by the fitting

technology. It combines two types of movement – turning and

swinging. The trays glide right out of the unit and back again

in a series of supremely light and easy movements. The shape

of the trays have been optimised to blend light and easy

movements with a maximum amount of storage area. The

flowing, asymmetrical curves make people think of the well-

known race track in France – hence the name.

Easily loaded from the top, LeMans is the only corner cabinet

solution to combine an extremely high degree of space utilisation

with perfect overview, with the shelves swinging completely out of

the cabinet. Not only will all pots and pans find their place – but

every one of them can be reached easily.

Each LeMans shelf can be moved independently from each other

enabling easy access, and can take a load bearing of up to 20kg.

Experience the design every time you reach for a pot or pan. The

LeMans design was awarded the Red Dot Design Award in 2005

for outstanding design achievements.

Kesseböhmer storage solutions provide stylish, practical and functional solutions providing better organised and easier access to

storage space.

In addition to brilliant functionality, Kesseböhmer storage solutions stand for exclusive design and a high quality finish. Internal

cabinet space is used more efficiently than conventional systems, helping you get the most out of your Sheraton kitchen.

Kesseböhmer stands for un-paralleled user comfort and for a level of quality that sets standards worldwide. Sheraton units are

supplied with Kesseböhmer storage solutions pre-fitted, saving you time and money when installing (excludes Revolving Carousel

Unit which is supplied ready-to-assemble as this is too large to supply rigid).

• ‘SoftStopp’ soft close action available on pull-out base units and larder units, incorporating Kesseböhmer storage solutions

• Solid bottom shelves available

• Greater load bearing capacity than conventional solutions

• Greater level of usable space due to square edges on baskets

5.1. 2. 3. 4.

Sheraton Kitchens include great design ideas, not just on the outside but on the inside too.

(The Red Dot Design Award is one of the most highly
prized and globally recognised seals of quality for
outstanding design achievements.)

1. Pull-out towel rail 2. Pull-out storage 3. Pull-out tray space 4. Breakfront pull-out storage 5. Magic Corner Unit
6. Pull-out larder storage 7. Pull-out swing larder storage 8. Tandem larder storage 9. / Carousel Unit
10. Revolving Carousel Unit

9.

10.6. 7. 8.

34
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Sheraton kitchens are as practical as they are beautiful and a range of functional accessories are available, especially

designed to allow you to customise your kitchen to your exact needs.

ACCESSORIES

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
Storage should be both stylish and practical. Traditional wicker baskets not only look good they are a great place to keep fruit and vegetables. On the inside, we really
have thought of everything. Below are a few hidden secrets but visit your Sheraton retailer to see more clever ideas that will make your kitchen function beautifully.

CUTLERY TRAYS

A wide range of cutlery trays and utensil dividers are available in either a
plastic or luxurious oak or beech finish. Combinations of trays and
dividers are used depending on the width of the drawer and your Sheraton
retailer will be able to advise you on the possible combinations.

PAN DRAWER ACCESSORIES

Plates and crockery can be held securely in place with either oak or beech inserts.
Removable storage boxes in oak or beech can also be an effective way of storing
kitchen sundries.

�

�

PULL-OUT STORAGE UNITS
Neatly and discreetly arranged behind the door, a number of pull-out storage options are available, including internal drawers and wirework.

RECYCLING WASTE BINS
To assist you with being environmentally friendly, we have a selection of recycling bins, allowing you to easily and safely separate and dispose of unwanted kitchen waste.

Wicker Storage Baskets Pop-Up Socket with 2 USB Charge PointsBase Unit with Drip Tray ProtectorBase Unit with Tray Space and Pull-Out
Towel Rail

Swing-Out Combi Waste Bin Swing-Out Rectangular Waste Bin Pull-Out Combi Waste Bin Swing-Out Cylinder Waste Bin Pull-Out Removable Bins

1 2 3 4

1. Pull-Out Breakfront Unit

2. Pull-Out Storage Unit

3. Pull-Out Unit with Internal Drawers

4. Base Unit with Internal Drawers

Accessories are photographed with a clear door and/or drawer front to show the full specification of the item inside.
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Inside wall units or flap units with
no ventilation under cupboard
lights should be used instead of
low voltage down lights.

Modern lighting is an important feature within the design of your kitchen. Our extensive range offers a wide variety including the very latest styles and lighting options.

LED Glass under cupboard light
Code: LTHALO

Fluorescent surface/recessed
downlight Code: LTDOWNMSS

Surface mounted LED
downlight Code: LTSMD

Grace lighting
Code: LTGRACE2

LED swan neck cornice light
Code: LTSWAN

Fluorescent triangular under light
Code: LTTRIFL

Arrezzo lighting
Code: LTAREZ2

Plinth light
Code: LTPLED3

Plinth light
Code: LTPLEDM

Internal drawer lighting
Code: LTUNT500/600/800/900/1000

Swan light
Code: LTSWAN

Touch sensor switch
Code: LTSENSE

Door sensor switch
Code: LTCABSW

Square shelf bracket
Code: SHELFBRSQ

Glass shelf and bracket
Code: SHELFBR

Shelf & interior cupboard lighting
Code: LTDOWNLED

Box lit shelves

Reflective glazed unit (day) Reflective glazed unit (night)
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Internal drawer lighting
Code: LTUNT500/600/800/900/1000

Flexible LED strip lighting
Code: LTFLEXLED

Edge lit shelves
Code: LTEDGE60/90

Recessed LED downlights



So, you have chosen your Sheraton kitchen, now you need to select the right worktop to finish your design. To help you, we have chosen a comprehensive range of

colours to complement the Sheraton range from the Duropal Quadra Worktop collection.

Duropal are a leading supplier of quality laminate worktops throughout Europe, and the Quadra range of worktops are an ideal alternative

to solid surface, granite or timber worktops. The Quadra profile is designed to provide the appearance of solid surface worktops and the

unique ‘seal groove’ ensures a lifetime of protection against moisture and steam.

These high quality, fashionable and durable worktops are resistant to: sunlight, scratching, abrasion, stains (such

as coffee, tea, red wine, ink), fruit juice spills, steam and cigarette burns, and have achieved the FIRA Gold Award

for product excellence.

To view displays of Duropal worktops, please visit you local Sheraton retailer. You can find your local Sheraton retailer by

visiting our website - www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk

* High Gloss laminates, whilst equally

hardwearing may show scratches.

Black Brazil (40 & 60mm)

Quartz Stone (40 & 60mm)

Mirabelle Corro (40mm)

White Beech Parquet (40mm) Dune (40mm) Taurus Stone (40 & 60mm)

White (40 & 60mm)

Black Myriade (40mm)

Glacial Storm (40 & 60mm)

Woodmix Block (40 & 60mm)

Oak Block (40mm)

Black Copper Neuzeit (40mm)

Zebrano (40 & 60mm)Wenge Parquet (40mm)

Cosmic Granite (40 & 60mm)

Jura Marble (40 & 60mm)

Astral Quartz (40mm) Tuscan Granite (40mm ) Taurus Sand (40mm)

Available in all colours, splashbacks and upstands are an ideal alternative to tiling,

protecting walls from splashes behind hobs and sinks.

CURVED WORKTOPS

GABLE ENDS LAMINATED BACKBOARDS & UPSTANDS

A range of Duropal worktops have been designed specifically to suit our curved base

end and curved corner units perfectly. These worktops have a totally flat-faced profile

and are a practical and cost effective solution to solid surfaces and granite worktops.

Curved worktops are available in both 40mm and 60mm* thicknesses in the

following colours:

Available in all

colours, in 40mm and

60mm thicknesses

(where available),

gable ends are an ideal

way to create a

peninsular island unit

effect, or can be used

as a stylish way to end

a run of base units.

Black Brazil Gloss (40mm)Natural Wenge (40mm) Dark Mountain Oak (40mm) Clay Sangha Wenge (40mm)

Block Walnut (40mm)

Taurus Stone Gloss (40mm)

Slate (40mm)

Crystal Black (40mm)

Harvard Oak (40 & 60mm)

Antique Messina (40mm)

To order a FREE sample colour swatch, delivered direct to your home please call 01625 660411.

QUALITY WORKTOPS FROM DUROPAL

Black Brazil (40 & 60mm) Mirabelle Corro (40mm)

White Beech Parquet (40mm) Crystal Black (40mm) Wenge Parquet (40mm)

Harvard Oak (40 & 60mm)

Black Myriade (40 & 60mm)

Glacial Storm (40 & 60mm)

Woodmix Block (40 & 60mm)

Astral Quartz (40 & 60mm)

Black Copper Neuzeit (40mm)

Block Walnut (40 & 60mm)White (40 & 60mm)

Cosmic Granite (40 & 60mm)

Zebrano (40mm)

Black Brazil Gloss (40mm)Natural Wenge (40 & 60mm) Dark Mountain Oak (40 & 60mm) Clay Sangha Wenge (40 & 60mm)

Slate (40 & 60mm)

Jura Marble (40 & 60mm)

Antique Messina (40 & 60mm)

* High Gloss laminates, whilst equally hardwearing may show scratches.
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Sheraton Sinks & Taps

BELFAST 1.0 Bowl Sink (White) SUDBURY 2.0 Bowl Sink (White)

* REQUIRES A MINIMUM 5 METRE HEAD OR PRESSURED SYSTEM

ASCOT

Chrome (0.1 bar pressure)

STERLING

Chrome (0.3 bar pressure)

MONACO

Chrome (0.1 bar pressure)

CRETA

Chrome (0.5 bar pressure)

CRETA PULL-OUT

Chrome (0.8 bar pressure)

LIBERTY

Chrome (0.1 bar pressure)

SWAN

Chrome Bronze Silver

(0.3 bar pressure)

VERONA

Chrome Brushed Steel

(0.3 bar pressure)

BAROQ

Chrome Bronze Silver

(0.1 bar pressure)

BAROQ SIDE LEVER

Chrome (0.5 bar pressure)

BRIDGE BAROQ

Chrome Bronze Silver

(0.1 bar pressure, to fit worktop must be
recessed on underside)

SWAN BRIDGE

Chrome (0.3 bar pressure, to fit worktop must
be recessed on underside)

COX FOUNTAIN TOWER*

Chrome (0.5 bar pressure)

COX CRUCIFORM*

Chrome (0.3 bar pressure)

COX SIDE LEVER*

Chrome (0.5 bar pressure)

FLEXIO

Chrome (0.5 bar pressure)

FLEXI SEMI-PROFESSIONAL

Chrome (0.8 bar pressure)

RUSTIQUE 1.5 Bowl RUSTIQUE 1.0 Bowl

CHARON

Chrome

LEDA

Chrome

OBERON

Chrome

The range of sinks and taps below have been specifically developed
with Schock, providing a comprehensive and stylish offer.

Schock is the world’s leading supplier of granite sinks and the
Neptune range is made from their outstanding material,
CRISTALITE®.

Schock sinks are easy to clean, safe for use with food and are
finished with Schock Antibac. The special hygiene protection uses
natural silver ions to reduce bacterial growth by up to 95% and
make working in the kitchen cleaner and safer.

The range of stainless steel sinks from Schock are made from 18/10
grade stainless steel – the highest grade available – ensuring your
sink is highly resistant to staining, rusting and corrosion.

SHERATON Sinks & Taps by

TRITON

Cream (1.0 bar pressure)

TRITON

Black (1.0 bar pressure)

ELARA

Chrome

JUPITER 1.0 Bowl JUPITER 1.5 Bowl

SATURN 1.0 Bowl Undermount SATURN 1.5 Bowl Undermount

PLUTO 1.0 Bowl (reversible) PLUTO 1.5 Bowl (reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.0 Bowl (Black) (reversible) NEPTUNE 1.0 Bowl (Cream) (reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.5 Bowl (Black) (reversible) NEPTUNE 1.5 Bowl (Matt Black) (reversible)

VENUS 1.0 Bowl (reversible) VENUS 1.0 Deep Bowl (reversible) VENUS 1.5 Bowl

NEPTUNE 1.0 Bowl (Matt Black) (reversible) NEPTUNE 1.0 Bowl (Matt White) (reversible)

NEPTUNE 1.5 Bowl (Cream) (reversible) NEPTUNE 1.5 Bowl (Matt White) (reversible)

MERCURY 1.0 Bowl MERCURY Drainer

TRITON

White (1.0 bar pressure)

TRITON

Matt Black

VESTA

Chrome (1.0 bar pressure)



How to buy your

Before visiting your Sheraton retailer, it
would be useful to produce a plan of
your kitchen. This should include
dimensions and locations of services,

windows and doors. In addition make a list
of your specific requirements (such as
appliances) to assist with the planning
process.

Discuss your plans and requirements
with your local Sheraton retailer who
will be happy to advise you and
provide expert design advice.

Think carefully about your storage
needs. Sheraton units are available
with a variety of functional storage
solutions such as the designer

‘Le Mans’ corner unit (page 114) and larder
storage systems. The full range of functional
accessories as well as lighting and shelving,
can be found on pages 118 - 119.

Consider the worktops that will
complement your chosen Sheraton
kitchen. We offer a range of
durable and high quality laminate

worktops from Duropal, one of the UK’s
leading suppliers. Available in a wide choice
of colours, and in 40mm and 60mm
thicknesses, we also offer a unique range of
curved laminate worktops, designed
specifically to suit our collection of curved
base units. Please go to page 120 for more
information.

Every kitchen needs a sink, and every
sink needs a tap! We have selected
the very best range of sinks and
taps supplied by Schock, a world

leader in the supply of granite and
CRISTALITE® sinks. More information
about the Sheraton sink and tap range is
available on page 122.

Once your chosen design has been
agreed and ordered, your Sheraton
kitchen will be manufactured with
units supplied rigid, with glue and

dowel construction, with doors, drawers and
accessories pre-fitted and doors and drawers
drilled for your handle selection*.

*Applies to the majority of handle suites

38
Modern
Statement of individuality

76
Traditional
Timeless style

06
Shaker
Simplicity by design

SHERATON KITCHEN

Take your time browsing the wide range of Sheraton kitchens in this brochure, then follow our six easy steps below. We have conveniently

divided our kitchens into three sections - modern, shaker and traditional for easy reference. More information can also be found on our

website www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk

1

2

3

4

5

6

The kitchen is undoubtedly the most popular and widely used room in the house, and the
various functions the kitchen of today is asked to perform, requires accurate planning and
good design. A good starting point is to look at the various ways in which your kitchen is used,
how often and who uses the kitchen. This will then provide you with a list of basic design
requirements for your kitchen that need to be met.

We understand the questions that

are asked most about Sheraton

kitchens. However, if you have a

question that is not covered here,

please contact your approved

Sheraton retailer who will be able

to answer your queries.

Where can I see displays of Sheraton

kitchens?

Your local Sheraton retailer will have a selection of

displays and a full set of doors for you to view.

We strongly recommend that you always view a

display or sample door before purchasing your

Sheraton kitchen.

What is the difference between a true rigid

cabinet and a flat-pack assembled cabinet?

Sheraton kitchen units are true rigid units,

assembled in our factory by skilled craftsman using

the latest technology. True rigid units are

assembled using glue and dowel, rather than cam

and dowel construction, ensuring there are no

visible fixings or redundant drill holes. Sheraton

units are also supplied with doors, drawers and

accessories pre-fitted and we even drill for doors

and drawers for handle suite selection*.

Can I buy direct from Sheraton?

Omega PLC are the manufacturers of Sheraton

kitchens and only sell via specialist retailers who

will use their extensive knowledge and expert

design skills to produce the kitchen of your dreams.

What happens if I pay a deposit to a retailer

for a Sheraton kitchen who then ceases

trading before my kitchen is delivered?

In the unlikely event of this happening we run a

Deposit Guarantee Scheme. This ensures that we

will still supply your Sheraton kitchen furniture at

the current manufacturers recommended retail

price list, less the deposit paid on furniture,

provided that the amount paid to the dealer does

not exceed 50% of the manufacturers

recommended retail price.

Do your kitchens carry a guarantee?

Yes, all Sheraton kitchens are supplied with a

10 YEAR GUARANTEE, providing you with

complete peace of mind when purchasing your

kitchen. Sheraton guarantees that for a period of

five years from the date of purchase that the

kitchen cabinets and fascias ("the products")

manufactured by Omega PLC are free from defects

in material and workmanship. Sheraton kitchens

will supply replacement products for items that do

not comply with this guarantee free of charge or, at

our discretion, repair such products free of charge

subject to our terms and conditions.

How long will it take for me to receive my

Sheraton kitchen?

Once the retailer has placed the order with us, your

Sheraton kitchen will be delivered within 2-3

weeks. However, Painted kitchens are available

within 3-4 weeks from placing the order.

Do you charge for delivery?

No. We provide FREE ** delivery, direct to your

home and our two-man delivery teams will ensure

your new kitchen is delivered with care and

professionalism.
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* Applies to the majority of handle suites
** Minimum kitchen order value required. Please consult with your Sheraton retailer.
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ASKED QUESTIONS



Sheraton’s historical associations reach back over eight reigns. As such we were honoured to receive visits from

HRH Princess Margaret when she officially opened our new factory complex and HRH Princess Anne, The

Princess Royal, when she visited the purpose built 315,000 sq ft factory and showrooms as part of the

inauguration of Capitol Park in Doncaster where the Sheraton factory is located.

PROUD OF OUR HERITAGE

In addition to full product details you will also find lots more information that will help inspire

you to create the Sheraton kitchen of your dreams.

Our website is continually updated and, each month, we add a specially chosen recipe

provided by Prue Leith CBE. Each recipe is selected to suit the time of year and all archived

recipes can be viewed. You can also view Prue’s diary, which is updated on a regular basis.

AND, FINALLY, EVERYTHING
YOU NEED AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

If you have a smart
phone with a QR
code reader you can
access the Sheraton
website instantly by
scanning this code.

Full details about Sheraton Kitchens can be found on our website -

www.sheratonkitchens.co.uk
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Kitchen characteristics
Period Buttermilk is distressed by hand and the level of detail will vary from door to door. The overall effect will create a subtle antiqued look.

Wood is a natural material with an endless variety of texture and grain. Variations evident on installation should diminish over a period of time to create a pleasant uniformity.
Particular characteristics of Lissa Oak Wood Shaker, for example, include random selection of grain and colour within doors. Some timbers may include knots and distress marks as a
feature of the overall design, for example, Craftsman Oak.

As our policy is one of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to amend designs and specifications without prior notice. Where real wood veneers are used on external
surfaces, we are unable to guarantee an exact match due to natural variations in colour and grain. The colours in this brochure are as accurate as the printing process will allow
and we recommend that you should view a display or sample door at your Sheraton retailer prior to placing an order. Errors and omissions excepted.
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